ReSPECT update

May has seen us presenting at several conferences and has provided an opportunity to listen to your feedback around using the ReSPECT process. Thank you for your honesty around the experiences and challenges you are facing. We are listening and working to address any issues raised.

Thank you to our adopter network which is constantly growing and evolving. It has been incredibly useful having adopter leads share their learning and resources.

Following the success of our last adopter lead teleconference we are planning a follow up in July. If you have not previously been involved and would like to participate please let us know.

The themed ReSPECT working groups have now all met and are agreeing work plans. The Digital Working Group have developed a summary document of the digital solutions for ReSPECT and this has been circulated to all adopter leads. The Documentation working group are reviewing feedback around the ReSPECT form and have recently updated “How to complete a ReSPECT form: quick guide for clinicians” which will soon be available on the website.

We are currently updating the ReSPECT process website and moving it across to the Resuscitation Council (UK) website which will enable us to more easily maintain it as well as oversee further developments.
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